
 

CCNZ AGM Minutes 
2pm 29th November 2018 

Chairman opens at 2.14pm 
 
GREETINGS 
Jon Marshall- Thank you all for coming 
 
PRAYER 
Ross Bay- Devotions and prayer 
 
APOLOGIES 
Warren Dick- Waipara Adventure Camp 
Bruce Kimpton- CYC Ngaruawahia 
Ted Muir- Mi Camp 
Glenn Johnson- Capernwray 
Tracy Christian- Youth Encounters Ministries 
Ian and Christine Fraser- Finlay Park 
Bruce McDonald- Chosen Valley CC 
Toni Welch 
Ben Crofton 
Richard Davies 
Willow Park  
 
Jon Marshall noted that minutes are being recorded and deleted once Sarah has finalised minutes.  
 
MINUTES OF AGM 2017 
Motion:  That the Minutes of the 2017 AGM held on August 1st at Totara Springs are approved as a true and accurate 
record.  
Moved: Ross Bay 
Seconded: Gordon Campbell  
 
The motion was carried.  
 
MATTERS ARISING FROM THOSE MINUTES 

1. Membership Fees 
Jon- CCNZ membership fees, working on it and will report next AGM. More questions have been raised from 
Jenni and Team research.  
Jenni- It’s too soon to come up with a conclusion, need to do another level of research so we know how to 
move forward.  
Gordon- Is there a date that this will be done as this has already been brought up before. 
Jenni- Expanding research internationally next AGM (July 2019) there will be a decision to vote. 
Gordon- Would like minutes to note that there will be a final report by the next AGM 2019. 
Jon- Board has asked today that there will be a report sent out pre AGM for 2019. Research to date shows 
that the questions have not been answered so, no point putting a proposal until more research.  

 
REPORTS 
Chairmans Report: 
Motion: That the Chairman’s Report be taken as read and received 
Moved: Jon Marshall 
Seconded:  Steven Miers  
 
Jon- it’s been an interesting and challenging year. Challenging in the sense of camps sold, closing down. Positive that 
there are camps flourishing and growing. Asian Pacifica regional, it’s great to see the explosion of Christian Camping 
work internationally. Overall, it’s great to see the enthusiasm for camping as a ministry, seeing the support and 
commitment. Thanks to our funders for their support too. Formally I want to thank the board for their service and 
Jenni and the team in Taupo, we appreciate it.  
 
The motion was carried. 
 



 

CEO Report: 
Motion: That the CEO’s Report be taken as read and received 
Moved: Jenni Davies 
Seconded: Alicia Seiuli   
 
Jenni- Very little has changed, CCNZ’s vision and mission is the same. It’s exciting to be a part of this ministry 
nationally and internationally. One person I met in China was Debbie, her story was a reminder that people face 
challenges every day running camps at the risk of their lives. I am humbled to meet so many different people within 
the camping industry and hear their stories and the challenges they face.  
 
The motion was carried. 
 
Leadership Report: 
Motion: That the Leadership Report be taken as read and received 
Moved: Alicia Seiuli 
Seconded: Paul Shutte 
 
Alicia- Currently at Parachute music studio to record lectures, there is a lot of amazing work being done nationally for 
the young leaders. The way we develop our leaders is what is going to make camping stick in our society. The work we 
are doing is vital and important as we support camps, develop leaders, provide internships, this year alone there was 6 
collaborative events, Chris and Gretchen came again, 7 interns, we had our lead out program as well as fast track. One 
of our key focuses is to create groups across NZ and teach them to grow other leaders. Multiplication sums up the 
work we do in leadership, we have given away several scholarships this year, we have partnerships with providers 
such as pathways, skills active and we have been able to gift money to camps to develop their own leaders.  
 
The motion was carried. 
 
Treasurers Report:  
Motion: That the Treasurers Report presented by Jenni Davies be taken as read and received 
Moved: Jenni Davies 
Seconded: Jon Marshall  
 
Jenni- Good position for last FY, thankful for CSC buying group Trust and their continued support which makes things a 
lot more possible, thank you Craig.  As well as our other donors that are committed to supporting CCNZ. We have had 
the opportunity to grow our breakaway funding which is awesome to connect in with some of Alicia’s leadership. 
Breakaway in Northland is then selecting people to go to CCNZ leadership training. Thankful for that as it grows 
opportunities in Northland.  
Funding for breakaway is now spread over a year which was decided based on the success of the last two years. Any 
excess breakaway money goes to parent child experiences.  
Our Leadership programs continue to grow, and be funded by Longview Trust as shown in the financials. This funding 
from Longview Trust has its own budget within the CCNZ budget.  
Mark Campbell who was our Auditor was pleased as to how we conduct the organisation, thankful for Mark and the 
discount he gives us.  
As for the budget for the following year, there is $58 left at the end of it, Helen is amazing, great support to being 
financially viable.  
 
The motion was carried. 
 
Auditor 
Motion: The appointment of Mark Campbell as Auditor 
Moved: Jenni Davies 
Seconded: Steven Miers 
 
The motion was carried.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

GENERAL BUSINESS 
 
1. Questions from Adventure Camp Trust Board 

Jon- There are four items being brought by Adventure Camp Trust. Relating to last year’s AGM, the board dealt at 
board level and some outside of AGM. 

 
Adventure Camp Trust is happy for Jon to go through them  
Jon- Every year AGM reports go out, people are given a week to get business matters in, this gives Jenni and the 
board time to prepare for AGM a week later. It’s the board’s role to address questions as they see fit. 
Constitutionally it's fine for it to be dealt in that way and not raised at the AGM. However, this could have been 
clarified better last year to Adventure Camp Trust as to why it was not raised at the AGM.   
Jon- Apologies to board and Boyd.  
Boyd- Thanks Jon, board would be happy with that response.  
Jon- With items that are raised, the board responds to these as they see fit, and going forward appropriate 
communication as to how an issue is dealt with will be passed on to the parties involved. If a member wants to 
put forward issues, they are welcome to do that, if the board has already dealt with it, the member is still entitled 
to bring up the issue at the AGM if they wish, from there, and the Chairman can make the final decision.  

 
Issues raised  

1. What justification (constitutionally or other) does the CCNZ current CEO and Chairman have for indicating 
that they would not allow the nomination of Boyd Clark Director of Carey Park to be accepted and go forward 
to the vote at the AGM.  

2. Is it time that the current legal structure of CCNZ be changed from that of an incorporated society where the 
board should not form or provide a governance and strategic role. To one of a standalone trust with 
membership were the board do set the rules of membership and perform a governance and strategic role. We 
would like the membership to vote on a motion to this effect that.  

3. Can the CCNZ board confirm that all current board members and those standing for election/re-election fulfil 
and comply with all of the selection criteria as indicated when nominations were called for.    

4. Can the CCNZ board confirm that given the potential investigation by the charities services into the Open 
Brethren run charities, which we understand includes a number of their trusts who have provided funding 
to CCNZ. Will have no adverse effect or bring Christian Camping into disrepute or potentially cause the 
charities services to investigate CCNZ or its members.  

  
Jon-  
Point 1, was dealt with at Board level 
Point 2, this was spoken about by Jenni at the beginning of last AGM. We did get legal advice about this and it was 
suggested that we wait to see the changes that are coming to the incorporated society act.  
Point 3, everyone has too and does comply, and this is vetted annually by the board.  
Point 4, Gray Baldwin came along and spoke at the last AGM, the summary is in the general business in 2017 
minutes and he answered the question.  

 
2. Funding of CCNZ 

Boyd- Has the board looked at issues around what happens when there is a significant reduction from 
funders, what has the board put in place for the implications of this.  
Jon- This was mentioned at the board meeting today as this is important issues, one of the things working on 
with CSC who are driving force behind this is a MOU, strategic to funders, and this is our plan, keeping our 
funders in the loop. By putting in place a long term commitment, there is surety that there is ongoing funding 
support and then we continue to work on having a renewal process. 
Craig- We try give CCNZ at least 18 months’ notice if there is any bumps in the road. Nothing is guaranteed, 
but the relationship in place means CSC try’s to give CCNZ as much notice as possible. 
Jon- CSC is building their reserves, which enables them to invest and remain sustainable. By doing this CSC 
can support us, and grow their own investments.  
Craig- We are halfway through the plan of the trust and the company. If company fails, the trust would still 
have enough to benefit main beneficiary which is CCNZ.  
Boyd- From a member’s POV the income from members is getting smaller and smaller, which makes CCNZ 
more reliant on the funding resume, so there needs to be some strategy around that.  



 

Jon- We are looking at partnerships and other organisations, so that part of our strategy is to broaden our 
funding base. If our membership funding fell over, it is now minimal in comparison to the rest of our funding. 
Boyd- Questioned answered thanks. 

 
3. Membership Numbers 

Boyd- There has been a 13% reduction in members over the last few years. How is the board dealing with this 
due to the factors we sit in in this current age, is there a need to reevaluate who becomes a member of 
CCNZ, or is the amount of members going to get smaller due to the society we live in.  
Jon- This is the unendorsed version, the climate we operate in is making it harder for members to survive. 
Research shown that camps under 100 beds are not viable long term. Only surviving on the good graces of 
donors and volunteers. More research is taking place around the idea of Cluster groups. 
Boyd- Will this be driven by CCNZ perspective or is it up to each camp? 
Jon- We see it as our role to support our members, so we have helped drive this project along and hope to 
facilitate with the recommendations going forward. From CCNZ point of view, we are a society that is a 
membership, so can’t run camps.  
Boyd- Just to clarify, will CCNZ broaden the membership to bring more in? 
Jenni- We have been looking at past membership, those that have withdrawn. Broadening membership is a 
possibility, it is challenging for faith based organisations and how they are to operate in the current world. 
We can report that scouts and boy’s brigade to name a few, their numbers are diminishing significantly. 
There is a meeting in January to see how CCNZ could work with them. We have also been looking at other 
platforms too for example Faith Stay is essentially a Christian Airbnb which could bring in other groups of 
people to campsites short term, or groups long-term. YMCA has gone from 10 camps to 6, and Australia has 
lost 25% of membership in last year. CCNZ is researching this collaboratively, what does this look like 
internationally, what does this look like for us? Asia however, is growing!  
Boyd- Thank you  
Jon- Kerry is a member of holiday parks association, the board looked at this for an option of those who fit 
the category 
Boyd- There may be a need with the way things are changing, we need to think outside the box 
Jon- We can work together with such things as compliance and health and safety 
Jenni- In regards to faith stay, there is a percentage of all bookings that will go to CCNZ nationally and 
internationally. Note that this is a new idea but the discussion is ongoing.  
Boyd- Thank-you  

 
Appointment of CCNZ Board Members 
Motion: Appointment of CCNZ Board Members 
Moved: Paul Shutte 
Seconded: Gordon Campbell 
 
The motion was carried. 
 
Paul- Jon and Bill have stood down by rotation as per the constitution. Both indicated they would like to stand again, 
both nominated, seconded and meet the requirements. No other nominations by anyone else. 
 
Paul- Thank you Jon for your service, you are a great leader 
 
Jon- Thank you all for showing up and participating, thanks to those on the phone, we will close at 3:20pm  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


